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made a deal with them and is now selling these kits with
a tailor made power system. - Martin Euredjian

Based on their ads, I always thought the Model-
Electronics airplanes were SureFlite kits. When I saw
them at KRC and asked the question, I was proved
wrong. Also, they seem to be a bit smaller.

I was impressed by the static demo, basically a WEP
motor with gearbox, huge prop (13x6-10 I think) and 10
cell pack mounted on a board. The owner, Peterson(?),
lets you hold the board and, when he plugs in the bat-
tery, it almost pulls you around the parking lot. I saw
Dave Baron fly the P-51 a couple of times. Great
performance, as good or better than a glow model of
about .20 size. Just what I would like to fly. The only
rub is that the whole setup runs about $300. I don't want
to spend that for my next model, even though it's an
ARF. I've already got the packs and charger, and some
larger motors, so I'll probably just get the gearbox and
put it in a built-up model. Anyway, I can't deny that the
Model Electronics stuff looks like it delivers the
advertised performance.  Ron Farkas

To everyone who has lost his canopy from
Graupner UHU, Elektro Junior Sport: (and Elektro
Junior, for that matter) forget the $27 replacement
canopy. There is a better canopy from Graupner and it's
cheaper. It's about 1/16 thick molded white ABS and it
holds on with an internal rubber band (much better than
the gimmicky UHU method). Stock no. from Hobby
Lobby is GR4291/1. Price $9.90       Jim Martin

European Connectors vs Sermos
Swiss Gold - 0.200 mOhm - 4 dia. x 15 mm-.??? g
SERMOS  - 0.250 mOhm- 8.5x8.5 x 41.5mm - 3.2g
4mmGold - 0.300 mOhm - 5 dia. x 16 mm - 1.6g

(variations exist)
2mm Gold - 0.560 mOhm - 2.5 dia. x 13 mm - 0.2 g
(for comparison: a *top* ESC has about 2 mOhm in the
FETs alone) Johann.

From the Dec. ‘94 Silents Please
BEGIN-AIRE at FIRST GLANCE

by Jay Putt
A couple of days ago I received a new kit from Craig

Wagner, part-owner of Aerocraft.  It was a pleasant
surprise when the kit arrived because I know Aerocraft
is a small company and they must serve their commer-
cial customers first.  Craig had promised me one of the
first kits last summer, when we compared his proto-type
BEGIN-AIRE to the Future Flight Thermal-Thing I was
flying at the time, but I never expected him to actually
be able to send me one.

The Thermal-Thing is 450 sq.in. and the BEGIN-

AIRE is 475 sq. in. Both are naturals for the Graupner 6
volt Speed 400 on 5 or 6 cells, and either direct or gear
drive. The Thermal-Thing had been somewhat of a
disappointment, requiring some redesign by Tom Hunt
before it would fly acceptably well, so I was excited by
the nice performance of Craig's new model.

To start, here are some basic statistics:
Wing span: 68 in.
Wing area: 475 sq. in.
Flying wt. : 23-26 oz.
Power: Speed 400 (6 v.) (The plans show direct drive but I
plan to use a gearbox)
Battery: 5-6 cell 500 mAh SR max recommended

One nice point is that this model is designed solely for
electric power.  It is not an adapted glider.  The plans
are a delight to read, clearly laid out, and of high quality.
One side is printed upside-down to the other so that you
can always work with the side you want close to the
edge of the table without having to roll the plans in your
lap.  A nice touch.

The instruction book includes a complete identific-
ation of the different stick wood sizes and includes a
complete parts list.  The text is amplified with excellent
illustrations that enhance what is already on the plans.

Construction techniques look strong, but simple.  The
"snap-together" crutch assembly for the fuselage is
particularly notable.  Tail surfaces are built-up and I
wondered why the stab looked so familiar until I real-
ized that it's just like the one on my Aerocraft Apache.
The only change I plan to make at this time is the
addition of shear webs between the wing spars in the
center sections.  It may be overkill but it's a habit I've
gotten into and I'm comfortable with it. (So do I - km)

On examining the rest of the kit, I found that the stick
wood is full box size rather than cut to shorter lengths to
save money.  The ribs are machine cut, sanded, and
absolutely beautiful, while other assorted pieces are cut
and ready to use.

There is a full set of hardware, bagged, and stapled to
the inside of the box. Included is fiberglass reinforcing
tape and line for the pull-pull rudder control. The
included steel pushrod was carefully taped to the bottom
of the box where it can't do any damage.  The plastic
cowl for the nose is "perfect" and the lite-ply die cut
parts are ready to fall out of the sheet. In fact, the balsa
fuselage sides are so well cut that they did fall out of
their die cut sheets while I was examining them.  Nice
work, Craig!

Even though my building time is limited these days,
I'm excited enough by this kit that it is going to be my
next project.  I hope that some other SEFLI members
decide to try it too so that maybe we can do some one-
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design flying together.  This has been done with pylon
racing but I never could fly those twitchy little mon-
sters.  According to my sources, this kit is now available
from Tom Tyler at Patchogue Hobbies (516-475-8856).

Speed 400 size sailplanes are quite common in
Europe and Dave Durnford has already sent me some
interesting plans for them from Britain.  It's a nice size,
fits in my hatchback, and can actually land on our small
field.

My experiment with the Thermal-Thing this year was
disappointing (the wing fractured in flight) but I think
the design was rushed into production without enough
testing.  By contrast, Craig has done exhaustive testing
through a number of prototypes with the BEGIN-AIRE
and most of the bugs should be worked out.

For a small company, Aerocraft has put out a
beautiful, quality kit.  I thoroughly enjoyed building
their Apache and I am looking forward to building the
BEGIN- AIRE.
SECOND INSTALLMENT --
CONSTRUCTING THE BEGIN-AIRE
BY JAY PUTT - Jan. ‘95 Silents Please

My intent here is not to repeat what's in the
instructions, which are very complete and nicely illus-
trated, but rather to add my own comments and sug-
gestions during the building process.  Therefore, if
you're not actually building a Begin-Aire, this will
probably bore you.  But if you are a novice and have
bought the kit, I hope some of what follows is helpful.

WING
The wing is built in 4 almost identical panels.  All

of the ribs are the same size, which is a nice touch in a
beginner's kit, and the sheeting and capstrips are the
same on all panels.  However, care must be taken where
the center and tip panels differ.  There is only one dihe-
dral gauge as all panel joints are made at the same angle.
But, the two center panels get angled ribs on both ends,
while the two tip panels have an angled rib on just one
end. This means that you must be careful to make right
and left tip panels.  If, like me, you have two right hands
and two left feet, this can lead to problems.  Being
momentarily distracted while I was building, I carefully
glued a wingtip to the wrong end of a tip panel with
fast-acting CA. I guess that's what they really make
razor saws for.  Seriously, just be extra careful while
making the panels.

Some small suggestions are as follows:
Instruction #7 - don't try to trim the trailing edge flush
with the bottom sheet until you remove the wing panel
from the building board.
Instruction #8 - the notches in the top of the ribs are not

deep enough for the 3/16" sq. spar (Craig Wagner ex-
plained that this is due to an anomaly in the manufac-
turing process). The easiest way to deal with this is to
sand the spar lightly before installing it.

I made the following modifications to the wing:
1. I installed 1/16" shear webs the full length of both
inner panels and one rib bay past the panel joint in the
outer panels.  This is just a personal preference but one
that makes for a much stiffer wing.
2. After laying out and gluing the bottom sheets and
strips for the outer panels, I placed shims under the
waxed paper to build-in 1/4" washout at each tip.  After
constructing the panel, it relaxed to about 1/8" washout,
which is exactly what I wanted to start with. Don't try
this if the Begin-Aire is your first kit, it can get messy.

TAIL SURFACES
The stabilizer, fin, and rudder are very straight-

forward and only warrant a couple of comments.
The 3/16" X 3/8" X 36" stick stock in my kit came in
two very different weights and stiffness.  I made sure
the long pieces were made of the stiff stuff.  The
"optional" lightening holes in the rudder are 1 1/2"
diameter.  Don't leave home without them!

FUSELAGE
The crutch assembly is an interesting and innovative

part of the fuselage design. If assembled carefully,
making sure all pieces are glued square to each other, it
becomes almost impossible to end up with a twisted or
warped fuselage.

However, my kit had a slight discrepancy between the
length of the crutch and the length of the fuselage sides
forward of F4.  The fuselage sides were slightly shorter
than on the plans, so that when F4 was lined up forward
of the marked dowel holes, F3, F2, and Fl were too far
forward.  This was easily corrected with some trimming,
but a beginner might get too far along before noticing.
The rule here is measure before you glue.  When
assembling the crutch, it is important to get good square
joints.  I use the 1" thick small Plexiglass triangles that
Larry Goldstein used to sell at SAM contests.

Another suggestion is when building the fuselage
sides, lay in the second set of 1/8" square strips along
the edge of the sides, leaving a break for the formers,
before attaching the sides to the crutch.  The instruc-
tions tell you to put in the second set of strips after
assembly.  This is OK if you have skinny fingers and
never have any CA runoff on the inside of your fuse-
lage.  Need I say more?

One note: I ran out of the supplied 1/8" square strip
wood before finishing the fuselage.  Maybe I'm just a
sloppy cutter!



The recommended batteries are 5 or 6 cell SR MAX
500's for the Speed 400 motor (6 volt).  After assem-
bling the fuselage I inserted a six cell (3 in a row, side
by side) pack into the battery compartment and it fit
perfectly.  For a 7.2 volt Speed 400, a 7 or 8 cell 500
MAX pack will also fit.

Any model of this size should use mini-size servos
and a micro 4 channel receiver, but there is ample room
in the fuselage for a number of receiver, receiver bat-
tery, and speed control layouts.  There are sufficient
openings for cooling and the passage of electrical
wiring. As I said in the first article, this model has been
designed from the start for electric.

BUILDING The BEGIN-AIR! - 3RD
INSTALLMENT

Installing the hardware - by Jay Putt
from the March 1995 issue “Silents Please”

editor: Don Mott, P.O. Box 264, Upton, NY  11973-
0264

This is the third article in a series on building this new
electric sailplane kit by Aerocraft.

One general piece of advice to beginners is to follow
the instructions in sequence, except where I've noted
changes in these articles.  In a couple of instances, when
I did things in my own preferred sequence, it didn't
always work out.  In reviewing my 2nd installment, I
realized that some readers may have felt I was being too
critical of this kit.  Just to make sure there's no misun-
derstanding, I feel that the BEGIN-AIR! is a very well
engineered kit.  It is also a very new kit, just off the
production line, and the manufacturer asked me to look
for any problems during construction.  Those that I have
found are of very minor consequence.

Installing the servos and control linkages
When I first looked at the elevator and rudder control

mechanisms, I was concerned that they might prove
difficult for a beginner.  However, having worked
through the instructions carefully, I think the only issue
is how much care the builder takes in assembling the
controls, not his or her skill level.

Here is one place where I would advise departing
from the sequence in the plans.  Install the servos before
trial fitting the tail surfaces to the fuselage and tack
gluing them in place.  I didn't and whacked the fin off
against the work bench while screwing down a servo.

For a model this size, there's no need to use expensive
servos. The ones I used are Tower Hobbies TS-31's.
They're mini-size and weigh only .65 oz. Recently, I
purchased 3 of them from Tower for $71.97 (23.99 ea.)
plus 5.99 shipping.  They fit almost perfectly in the
BEGIN-AIR! servo tray and hole cut-out in the crutch.
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In installing the elevator servo, it is important to pay
careful attention to why the Dubro Easy Connector is
installed on the "bottom" (actually the side facing the
center of the fuselage) of the servo arm.  If you don't do
it this way, the assembly will not fit in the width of the
fuselage.  In my case, the supplied "socket head set
screw" did not fit the threads on my easy connector.  A
quick trip to my miscellaneous parts bin produced one
that did but this might be troublesome to a beginner who
hasn't collected this stuff yet.  I also had to modify a
small allen wrench to fit between the connector and the
servo tray.  My solution was to use the cut-off wheel on
my Dremel tool to shorten the wrench, but you could
also cut a groove in the servo tray to permit a longer
wrench.

The other possibly difficult task for a beginner could
be soldering the clevis to the elevator pushrod.  Again,
careful work could be a substitute for experience, and
after all, this joint just has to work, not be pretty.

The pull-pull rudder linkage may look difficult at first
but it really isn't.  Just follow the instructions carefully
and there should be no problem.  I resisted my first
inclination to just put in a Sullivan GoldenRod and be
done with it, and actually had some fun building this
part.  For me, it was like a model ship rigging enterprise
since I had already sheeted the fuselage bottom and
sanded the complete fuselage before I got to this step.
The reason for this departure from the instructions is
that I wanted to do most of the sanding before installing
any radio equipment.

Control linkage step #18 in final assembly is very
important.  You must make sure the temporary pull
strings have ample clearance through F4 to the servo
arm.  I had to do substantial trimming of the two out-
board cooling holes before the strings would clear with-
out touching F4.

The instructions tell you to tack glue the tail surfaces
in place while making and installing the control link-
ages. I would suggest masking tape and pins as an
alternative.  If you must use glue, try white glue rather
than CA.  If, like me, you often go "oops" with the glue
bottle, tack gluing can quickly become a permanent
installation.

Final Wing Assembly
I waited until this point to complete the assembly of

the four wing panels because I wanted some pictures of
the component parts.  This is easier to do with the wing
in four pieces.

Since all of the joints are attached at the same angle,
one block, 2 1/8" high, is all that is needed.  I made up
one out of those famous Goldstein triangles.  The poly-
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attach this unit to the Sonic-Tronics motor mount
required major surgery on the gearbox. Since the
gearbox sits forward of the motor, the supplied plastic
cowling also required a lot of cutting.  In fact, when I
was finished, the cowling fit better upside down.
Obviously, I was determined to use a geared motor,
but I do not recommend this installation for a beginner.
For starters, I'm going to use the same 10 X 7 AeroNaut
folding propeller that I've used with this combination
before. Initially, I planned to use an SR 6-cell 500max
pack, but as the project developed, it seemed as if the
increased voltage from a 7-cell 500 max pack would be
more appropriate.  The 6 volt Speed 400 runs just fine
on 7 cells. Eventually, I'll fly it with both 6 and 7 cells.

FINAL ASSEMBLY
In putting all the pieces together, the only modific-

ation I had to make was to cut a shallow 'V' in the top of
bulkhead F3 to allow the wing to seat properly.  Adjust-
ing the pull-pull strings for the rudder was tedious, but
not difficult. Rather than attach the bottom battery
compartment hatch using the rubber band method
shown on the plans, I made a simple slide hook out of a
piece of nylon landing gear strap that catches on a small
screw. Much to my surprise, when I put everything
together, the balance point came out slightly forward
of what's marked on the plans. This is the way I like a
model to be for the first flight.

FIRST FLIGHTS
Sunday, March 12 was the first time the BEGIN-

AIR! was flown. It was a cold, blustery morning
out at the Calverton field with the wind gusting all over
the place.  Since pictures were to be taken for a possible
magazine article, Tom Hunt (as pilot) and Clyde Geist
(as photographer) had graciously offered to help.  We
had planned the time to fit our busy schedules so we
took the weather as we found it. Surprisingly, the two
flights on this morning were a big success. It was
difficult flying too because Tom had to hold the
BEGIN-AIR! just a few feet off the ground and circle it
around Clyde for the pictures.  At some moments the
wind was so strong that the model was completely
stopped in the air, hovering like a helicopter, while
under power. It's unfortunate that this is all the flying I
have to report but I wanted to make the newsletter
deadline.  However, if early indications are a guide, the
BEGIN-AIR! promises to be an excellent, stable flyer.
Aerocraft has done an excellent job in designing it and
producing the kit.

REVIEW OF EQUIPMENT USED
I know I've mentioned some of this in previous

articles, but for those of you who might be interested,

hedral joint for both wing halves is completed first.  I
used 12 minute epoxy after holding down the panels
with masking tape.  A piece of waxed paper is placed
under the joint.

Once both halves are set, the center dihedral joint is
fastened the same way.  Both of my outer joints went
together exactly as measured with the supplied dihedral
gauge. However, my center angle was a bit off.  I must
have screwed up the end rib angles during construction.

Before assembling the panels, I weighed each panel
in an attempt to choose inner/outer panel combinations
that would balance each half of the wing. It came out
pretty well because after all four panels were attached,
only a tiny amount of lead shot was needed to balance
the wing.  It is my opinion that balancing the wing on
one of these small gliders makes for better flight
characteristics.

The entire uncovered wing weighs 5 oz., and all of
the completed parts (fuselage with 2 servos, tail pieces,
wing, pushrod, hatch, and cowling) weighs 11.5 oz., so
far.

I must say that while my work schedule makes this a
slow building project, I am having a lot of fun with it.
The instructions are great because they are broken down
into easy to follow steps that make it possible to sit
down for a few minutes in the evening and accomplish
something meaningful. Some of the purists in the club
may scoff at this, but for me it's a big plus.

Please, I would like some feedback (516-689-6420).
4TH INSTALLMENT-FINISHING UP AND
FLYING - by Jay Putt

As I begin writing this, the BEGIN-AIR! is complete,
just waiting for dressing up with some A.M.P. Graphics
(516/253-2702), followed, hopefully, by some nice
flying weather.

Covering
There's really not too much to say about covering the

model.  I used yellow Super-Monokote but any similar
material should work fine.  The only difficult parts
were the wing tips.  The wing is covered in four pieces
on each side and I extended the top outer panel covering
pieces to include the tips.  The bottom of the wing is flat
at the tip and poses no problem.  However, the top piece
was a challenge that required a lot of stretching and
heating. It could be covered separately, in two or three
pieces, but I was too stubborn.  The only advice I can
give the beginner is don't get upset by a few inevitable
wrinkles.

MOTOR INSTALLATION
As mentioned in the 1st article, I installed a 6 volt

Speed 400 with a 2.3:1 Olympus gearbox.  To
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here's a list of what I used in building the BEGIN-
AIRE!:
Motor: 6 volt Graupner Speed 400
Batteries: 6-cell & 7-cell SR Max 500 packs
Transmitter: Airtronics Vanguard 4-channel
Receiver: RCD 535 micro 5-ch
Servos: 2 Tower Hobbies TS-31's
Prop: AeroNaut 10 X 7 fiberglass folding
Gearbox: Olympus 2.3:1
Speed Control: Airtronics MA-3 with BEC - I can hear some
of you howling about this now.  Yes, I plan to install a small
on/off controller with brake as soon as
I can find one I like.  I had the MA-3 and it works fine so I
used it and saved the weight of a receiver battery.

FINAL NOTES
I want to thank Clyde Geist (A.M.P. Graphics) for

finishing the trim exactly like the picture on the kit box.
It's beautiful! And thanks to Tom Hunt for flying the
BEGIN-AIR! superbly on its initial test flights.

shall build a plane of great functional beauty."
The youth turned to leave, then reflected on the

sage's advice, and turned back to him asking, "Wise
one, do you have any other words for me?"

The sage spoke again, "As the maiden of great
beauty is soft and fragile, so is the scale plane. The stout
and sturdy woman may be considered ugly but she is
strong and will serve you well throughout a long life.
So, too, is the strong and functional airplane."

The lad looked as if he would speak, but the sage
held him to silence with a raise of the hand.

"Finally," continued the wise one, "one does not
learn the art of love from the virgin. One learns from a
woman of experience. Likewise, one should learn to fly
from an experienced flyer."

"I have learned much today," spoke the lad. The
wise one smiled, content that he had shared some small
measure of his wisdom.

And the youth departed, thinking not of flying, but
where he could find a woman of experience.

Author Unknown
The Parable of Beauty

Once upon a time long, long ago in a far away
place, there lived a lad who wished to learn how to fly.
He had a burning desire to try his wings, but as a youth,
he loved beauty. His first model was a scale plane, a
thing of beauty with wings that glistened in the sun.
Alas, on his first attempt to fly, he crashed. His plane of
beauty and graceful lines had become vicious and
spiteful in the air.

After the crash, his enthusiasm waned, he vowed
never again to try flying. He would become a monk and
build plastic display models. He sank lower and lower
into despair. As he was about to build his first plastic
model, a wise old sage interceded and spoke words of
wisdom to the lad.

"My son," spoke the sage, "your obsession with
beauty has led you astray. Consider the young woman
who is fair of face and body. She, you say is beauty."

"But," continued the sage, "place her on the athletic
field and she is as the pig when it is chased by the
terrier, slow afoot and ungainly. Now consider the
amazon who runs like the wind and glides over the
hurdles. Does she not possess beauty and grace?"

"That is true," answered the lad, "but how does this
apply to flying?"

The sage then explained his parable to the slow
thinking lad. "Your plane with scale detail and wings
that glisten in the sun is like the girl that is fair of face
and shapely of body. It possesses physical beauty but is
slow and ungainly in the air. You must strive for
functional beauty, for grace and agility."

"I begin to understand, old one," stated the lad. "I

Building Light
by Russell Bennett

from the AMA National Newsletter - Aug. ‘94

There is nothing quite like the feeling of watching the
glider that you just tossed into the air get sucked up by a
small energetic thermal. This is, for me, one of the real
joys of handlaunch glider flying. So, in an effort to have
more fun, I try to build planes that thermal easier. Now,
when it comes to indicating lift and staying up in light
lift, lighter is better. But how do you build a light air-
plane? Two areas I have often wondered about are wing
skinning adhesives and covering materials. In the past I
had read things like "Micafilm is the lightest covering"
and "diluted yellow glue is lighter than epoxy," but I
had never seen any numbers. So I decided to do a little
research.

I cut squares of balsa wood and covering materials,
each approximately 20 square inches. The dimen-sions
of each piece were measured and the area calculated.
Using a balance which has a resolution of 0.0001 g, I
started weighing. For the liquids. I would weigh a piece
of balsa wood, apply the adhesive or paint, allow it to
dry, then weigh the wood again.

The weight of the applied liquids will vary depend-
ing on who does the applying, however the relative
weights of the different materials should remain the
same. The results were interesting. Take Micafilm as an
example.  When used on an open structure, Micafilm is
very light, however, when used on a sheeted surface
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